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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BIG LEARNINGS OR HIGHLIGHTS FROM YOUR MITI PLACEMENT?
The MITI placement has enabled me to expand and develop my skillset, from project management to problem-solving skills. I also had the opportunity to meet subject matter experts to discuss my ideas.

WHAT ARE SOME THE TASKS/PROJECTS/ACHIEVEMENTS THAT YOU COMPLETED?
In the span of 12 weeks, we developed a website with expanded functionalities. We undertook extensive research on the stakeholder requirements, from this we created a prototype using Adobe XD.

IN WHAT WAY DO YOU THINK YOUR MITI PLACEMENT WILL ENHANCE YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYABILITY?
Participating in MITI has already given me a part time opportunity as a casual developer with the Monash Precinct. This experience will aid me in my future growth effectively and will add great value to graduate roles.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS THINKING ABOUT APPLYING FOR THE MITI PROGRAM?
The MITI program gives international students a brief understanding of Australian industries and the opportunity to work with students from different backgrounds. This experience also helped me to secure a part-time position with the host organization. I would encourage everyone to apply for this amazing opportunity and utilise their summer effectively.